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Research results on electron transport in Au/YBa2Cu3Ox and Nb/Au/YBa2Cu3Ox thin-film
heterojunctions are reviewed. The experimental current–phase relations of Nb/Au/YBa2Cu3Ox

heterojunctions onc-oriented YBCO films exhibit a second harmonic, temperature
dependence, and a phase shift that is explained in terms of a combined symmetrydx22y21s of
the superconducting order parameter of YBa2Cu3Ox . The current–voltage characteristics
of Au/YBa2Cu3Ox and Nb/Au/YBa2Cu3Ox heterojunctions on (1 1 20)YBa2Cu3Ox thin films with
an inclined crystallographicc axis display an anomaly of the conductance at low voltages,
the behavior of which is studied at various temperatures and magnetic fields. The experimental
results are analyzed in the framework of a model for the appearance of bound states
caused by multiple Andreev reflection in junctions containing a superconductor withdx22y2

symmetry of the superconducting order parameter. Studies of the noise characteristics of
Nb/Au/(1 1 20)YBa2Cu3Ox heterojunctions atT54.2 K reveal the presence of thermal and
shot components. However, enhancement of the shot noise due to multiple Andreev reflection is
not observed in the experiment. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1789918#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The results of various experiments indicate that in
majority of metal oxide superconductors a complex type
symmetry of the superconducting order parameter is r
ized, in which the dx22y2 component is dominan
(d-superconductors!.1 Unlike superconductors with isotropi
~having s symmetry! superconducting order paramete
(s-superconductors!, in d-superconductors the order param
eter changes sign upon a 90° change in direction of the q
siparticle momentum in theab plane. As a consequence,
Josephson junctions based ond-superconductors, when
transport current is flowing in theab plane in a direction for
which the magnitude of the superconducting order param
equals zero, the shape of the current–phase relation~CPR!
can differ from sinusoidal.2 A nonsinusoidal CPR, containin
components proportional to sinw and sin 2w, has been ob-
served in experiments3 in symmetric 45° bicrystal Josephso
junctions with a@001#-inclined bicrystal boundary.

A different situation is realized ind/s heterojunctions
~the slash/denotes a potential barrier! for the direction per-
pendicular to theab basal plane~along the crystallographicc
axis!. Because of thed symmetry of the order parameter, th
superconducting current in such heterojunctions should
small ~proportional to the second power of the bounda
transparencyD̄2) and should contain a sin 2w component
corresponding to the second harmonic of the CPR.2 How-
ever, the experimentally observed4–6 product of the critical
currentJc times the normal resistanceRN of the Josephson
junction depends weakly on the boundary transparency, b
5991063-777X/2004/30(7–8)/11/$26.00
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decreases if an epitaxial film having twin boundaries is u
instead of a single crystal.5 The experimental data can b
explained by assuming that in thin films both types of sy
metry of the superconducting order parameter (s andd) are
realized and that a change in sign of thes component~a
change of its phase byp! occurs at a twin boundary, while
thed component remains unchanged.6 Studies of the CPR of
Pb/YBa2Cu3Ox junctions on c-oriented YBa2Cu3Ox films
(c-YBCO! from the appearance of fractional Shapiro ste
under irradiation by millimeter waves have shown the a
sence of a second harmonic of the CPR.5

In tunnel junctions of ad-superconductor with a norma
metal (N/d), with an s-superconductor (s/d), or with an-
otherd-superconductor (d/d8) the change in sign of the su
perconducting order parameter of thed-superconductor for
the incident and Andreev-reflected quasiparticle gives rise
an additional phase shift byp.7 Such a process is realized
for example, in N/d junctions with a ~110!-oriented
d-superconductor. The sequence of specular and Andree
flections of a quasiparticle in this case causes Andreev bo
states to form at low energies on the~110! plane of a
d-superconductor, localized near the interface1! at a distance
of the order of the coherence length.8 Low-energy Andreev
bound states~LABSs! are manifested in the appearance o
conductance peak at zero bias~conductance anomaly! on the
current–voltage~I–V! characteristic of anN/d junction.9

Tunneling spectroscopy of metal oxide superconducto
YBCO in particular, is difficult because of the short cohe
ence length of the material ('3 nm) and also the high sen
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Image of a portion of the surface, obtained with an atomic force microscope:c-oriented (a) and ~1 1 20!-oriented (c) YBCO films. Profiles of the
surface of thec-oriented (b) and~1 1 20!-oriented (d) YBCO films along the white lines in (a) and (c), respectively; the inset to panelb shows a schematic
illustration of the structure of the surface of thec-oriented films.
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sitivity to defects of the crystal lattice and to the presence
impurities. At the same time, as the experiment of Ref
showed, the conductance anomaly has been observed inN/d
ands/d heterojunctions, bicrystal junctions, end heterojun
tions, and the point contacts of a scanning tunneling mic
scope. Therefore, of the two possible causes for the ons
the conductance anomaly, viz., the presence of magnetic
purities in the barrier9 and LABSs in ad-superconductor,8 a
preference must be given to the latter. Theoretical stud
have predicted the existence of LABSs on crystallograp
planes ofd-superconductors differing slightly from~110!,10

for example, on ‘‘faceted’’ surfaces,11 and that prediction has
been confirmed in experiments.12 The experimentally ob-
served splitting of the LABSs at high magnetic fields12 was
explained by a Doppler shift of the levels, caused by the fl
of the screening current—the excitation of an imaginarys
component of the superconducting order parameter in a
face layer of ad-superconductor.12

In this paper we review the results of experimental
search on Au/YBCO and Nb/Au/YBCO heterojunctio
based onc-oriented YBCO films on (001)SrTiO3 substrates
(c heterojunctions,c-HJs! and also single-domain films o
~1 1 20!YBCO, which were prepared on specially orient
(7 10 2)NdGaO3 substrates ~inclined heterojunctions
IHJs!.13 We study the I–V characteristics of heterojunctio
at low temperatures and low magnetic fields and also un
irradiation by monochromatic millimeter-wave radiation. W
analyze the current–phase relations of Nb/Au/YBCO hete
junctions of both types, obtained by the methods of rf sup
conducting quantum interference~SQUID!14 and Shapiro
f
9
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steps.15 We present the temperature dependence
magnetic-field dependence of the observed conducta
anomaly on the I–V characteristic of the IHJ. In the Nb/A
~1 1 20!YBCO IHJ at low temperatures we measured t
noise characteristics and revealed the presence of the
and shot components. The experimental results are discu
in the framework of a model for the onset of bound sta
due to Andreev reflection in superconductors withd-type
symmetry of the superconducting order parameter.

2. PREPARATION OF THE HETEROJUNCTIONS AND THE
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The c-oriented YBCO superconducting films wer
grown on (001)SrTiO3 substrates. Thec axis of the YBCO
films grown on~7 10 2!NGO deviated from the normal to th
plane of the substrate by an anglea'11° of rotation in the
~110!YBCO plane. As a result, the orientation of the YBC
film was close to~1 1 20!YBCO. YBCO epitaxial films 150
nm thick were laser deposited at a temperature
770– 790 °C in an oxygen atmosphere with a pressure of
mbar. The resulting YBCO films had a critical temperatu
Tc585– 90 K and a critical current densityJc'23106 and
53104 A/cm2 at 77 K for the c- and ~1 1 20!-oriented
YBCO films, respectively.2!

The morphology of our YBCO films was studied on a
atomic force microscope. For thec-oriented YBCO films
(a50) the maximum surface roughness was 3–4 nm~Fig.
1a,b!. With increasing anglea, growth steps appear on th
surface, and ata511° @for ~1 1 20!YBCO# their height is 20
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nm ~Fig. 1c,d!. The long and short sides of the growth ste
are the~001! and~110! planes of YBCO, respectively. There
fore, in planar heterojunctions prepared on such YBCO fil
the total transport current is made up of the currents flow
through the contacts to the~001! and ~110! crystallographic
planes of YBCO. Because of the anisotropy of the cond
tivity of YBCO, a large part of the current flows through th
~110!-oriented faces of the surface of the YBCO film.16 We
note that the surface roughness of~120!YBCO films on the
~001!- and~110!-oriented faces is 1–2 lattice constants of t
YBCO film.

For the formation of heterojunctions with areasA rang-
ing from 535 to 30330 mm we use the method of rf mag
netron sputtering of Au and Nb, photolithography, and io
beam etching in an argon atmosphere.17 The eletrophysical
parameters of the heterojunctions were measured in a f
point scheme in the fixed-current regime in the tempera
rangeT54.2– 300 K, at magnetic fields up to 5 T, and und
electromagnetic irradiation at frequencies of 40–100 G
The noise properties of the Nb/Au/~1 1 20!YBCO heterojunc-
tions were investigated by two methods: direct measurem
of the noise spectral density with a low-noise cooled am
fier working in the frequency range 1–2 GHz, and by t
method of estimating the linewidth of the characteristic
sephson generation from the selective detector response
weak external microwave signal.

3. HETEROJUNCTIONS ON c-ORIENTED YBCO FILMS AND
THEIR PROPERTIES

3.1. Temperature dependence of the conductance of c
heterojunctions

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the r
tanceR0(T) at a low bias current~1 mA! for Au/YBCO and
Nb/Au/YBCO c-HJs. At T.Tc the resistanceRe of the
YBCO leads is much larger than the resistance of thec-HJs,
and therefore in this temperature regionR0(T) characterizes
the conductance of the leads in theab basal plane of YBCO.
It is seen in Fig. 2 that both curves correspond to a meta
type of conduction—the values ofR0 decrease with decreas
ing temperature. The valueTc584 K of the YBCO leads for
the Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ is considerably lower than the anal

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the zero-bias resistanceR0(T) for c-HJs
Au/YBCO ~dotted curve! and a Nb/Au/YBCO~solid curve! measured at a
bias current of 1mA.
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gous valueTc589.5 K for the Au/YBCOc-HJ, probably
because of the large number of technological operation
the fabrication of the Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ and the resulting
oxygen deficit in the surface layer of the YBCO film. AtT
,Tc the behavior ofR0(T) is fundamentally changed. Fo
the Au/YBCOc-HJ atT,Tc one observes the characterist
growth of R0 for superconductor–insulator–normal met
tunnel junctions, while for the Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ the resis-
tance R0(T)'const and remains unchanged down to t
temperature of the transition of the niobium electrode to
superconducting state,TcNb'9.1 K. Such behavior ofR(T)
for the Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ is apparently due to the presen
in thesec-HJs of a second interface, with a high transp
ency, between Nb and Au: in this regard the Au/Nb/YBC
c-HJ can be regarded as a highly asymmetric double-ba
structureN/N8/s, the conductance of which has a linear tem
perature dependence.18

3.2. I–V characteristics of Nb ÕAu ÕYBCO c-HJs

The I–V characteristics and the voltage dependence
the differential resistanceRd(V) of the junction are shown in
Fig. 3. The I–V characteristic of thec-HJ reveals the exis-
tence of a supercurrent withJc51 – 10 A/cm2 and I cRN

510– 80mV in the c-HJ samples studied. HereRN is the
normal resistance of the junction, which is determined fro
the value of the differential resistanceRd of the junction at
voltagesV>2 mV. We also note that atV.2 mV theRd(V)
curve is descending with increasing voltage, like that of
Au/YBCO c-HJ. The descending trend ofRd(V) persists
even atV.Dd520 mV, the value obtained in tunneling m
croscope experiments.19

At low voltages the I–V characteristic of the junctio
corresponds well to a resistive model of the Josephson ju
tion, with low capacitance~see the inset in Fig. 3!. When the
voltage is increased toV.2 mV the I–V characteristic has
the form V5(I 1I e)RN , whereI e,0 is the excess current
I e.0 is observed in superconducting junctions with dire
~not tunneling! conduction.20,21NegativeI e ~a current deficit!
is typical of double-barrier superconducting heterostructu
s/N/s8, in which with decreasing proximity effect in theN
layer a change in sign ofI e is observed~a transition from a

FIG. 3. I–V characteristic~1! and the voltage dependence of the different
resistanceRd(V) of a Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ atT54.2 K ~2!. The dotted curve
shows the dependence that follows from formula~1!; the dot-and-dash line
is Ohm’s lawV5IRN . The inset shows the I–V characteristic in the ran
of voltagesV,0.3 mV.
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current excess to a current deficit!.20 As we see in Fig. 3, the
I–V characteristic of the junctions is well described by t
relation typical fors/N/s8 structures:22

V5IRN1I eRN tanh~eV/kT!. ~1!

From the experimentally measured I–V characteristic for t
junction we haveI e52145 mA at T54.2 K. According to
Ref. 22,I e5(2D̄Dd2DNb)/(eRN)'2270 mA, whereDNb

51.2 mV is the superconducting gap of Nb, andD̄'7.6
31025 is the transparency, averaged over the area of
junction, of the Au/YBCO boundary, calculated according
the formula20–22

D̄52r l /3r , ~2!

where r 5RNA54.431026 V•cm2 is the characteristic re
sistance of the contact (RN[R0(Tc)), and r5rc;5
31023 V•cm and l 5 l c'1 nm are, respectively, the resi
tivity and mean free path in the superconductor, the la
being equal to the distance between CuO2 planes in the
YBCO film ~Ref. 16!.3!

The Rd(V) curve exhibits a feature in the form a loc
minimum atV51.2 mV, which coincides in value withDNb

and has a temperature dependence close to that give
BCS theory. This feature on the I–V characteristic vanis
together with the critical current atT58.5– 9.1 K, and the
temperature dependence ofI c(T) is close to that ofDNb(T).
We note that previously the gap structure of t
s-superconductor Pb was observed in a Pb/YBCOc-HJ.4

To estimate the contribution to the measured resista
from the electron transport caused by the contact to theab
basal plane of the YBCO film, we used a parallel-resis
model for the resistances of the sharp boundaries betwee
and YBCO along thec axis (r c) and in the basal plane o
YBCO (r ab). Herer for the heterojunctions was determine
from the condition

r 5r cr ab /~r ab1r c tang!, ~3!

where tang'Aab/A'0.04 andAab is the total area of the
contacts to theab plane of the YBCO film~see the inset to
Fig. 1b!. In Refs. 17 and 23 it was shown that for YBCO th
experimentally observed values ofr c are an order of magni
tude larger thanr ab . Consequently, for surface irregularitie
observed in experiment (g'2°), thecontribution to the total
current from the component of the contacts to theab planes
is small. This is confirmed by the absence of a conducta
peak at low voltages—the conductance anomaly due to
dreev reflection in thed-superconductor—for the Nb/Au
YBCO junctions atT.TcNb ~see also Sec. 4 of the prese
paper!.8 We recall that the theory predicts the appearance
such an anomaly for rough boundaries ofN/d heterojunc-
tions even in the case of an arbitrarily orient
d-superconductor.11

We note that superconducting shorts do not form in
gions of possible punchthrough of the Au film~e.g., nonsto-
ichiometric particles on the surface of the YBCO film!. In
particular, studies of Nb contacts to YBCO without the A
spacer layer on specially prepared samples revealed the
sence of supercurrent andr c;1 V•cm2, which is apparently
s
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a consequence of the active chemical interaction of Nb w
oxygen from the YBCO film, with the formation of Nb2O5

and other oxides of Nb~see also Ref. 24!.

3.3. Phase dependence of the supercurrent
of a Nb ÕAu ÕYBCO c-HJ

For measurement of the dependence of the supercu
on the phase different of the wave functions,I s(w), we used
a method in which a Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ with dimensions of
10310 mm was shorted by a ring of YBCO film with an
inductanceL'80 pH and by another Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ
with a substantially larger area of 1003100 mm, forming a
SQUID. The current–phase relation was calculated from
measurements of the amplitude–frequency characteristic
an rf resonator inductively coupled with this SQUID. Th
method is differential with respect tow and gives high sen-
sitivity in measurements of current–phase relations.14

In the temperature rangeT51.7– 6.0 K in which the
CPR was measured, the normalized critical currentbL

52pLI c /F0 (F052.07310215 Wb is the magnetic flux
quantum! of the Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ under study lay in the
interval from 0.27 to 0.4, i.e.,bL,1. Therefore the CPR
could be determined for a whole period of variation ofw.14

The CPR of a Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ is shown in Fig. 4. It is
seen that with decreasing temperature the shape of
current–phase relation begins to deviate from sinusoida
Fourier analysis of the measured CPR showed that its s
trum contains a finite number of first and second harmon

FIG. 4. Current–phase relation for a Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ at temperatures of
1.7, 2.5, 3.5, 4.2, and 6.0 K (a). Temperature dependence ofI 1(T) ~squares!
andI 2(T) ~circles!. The solid lines show the theoretical curves ofI 1(T) and
I 2(T) calculated according to formulas~6! and ~7! (b).
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and that the amplitudes of higher-order harmonics are sm
Therefore, the superconducting component of the current
be written in the form

I s~w!5I c1 sinw1I c2 sin~2w1w0!. ~4!

The experimentally observed sign of theI c2 term is always
opposite to that of theI c1 term, i.e.,w05p. If T'1.7 K,
then I c151.57mA, I c2520.25mA, and uI c2 /I c1u'0.16.
The temperature dependence ofI c1(T) and I c2(T) is shown
in Fig. 4b.25

After completion of the measurements of the CPRs
YBCO superconducting inductive ring of the SQUID w
locally cut by a focused ion beam. In the resulting geome
we then measured the I–V characteristic and theRd(V)
curve of the same Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ for which the CPR
had been measured. From theRd(V) curve we determined
the value RN'60 V, which corresponds tor c5631025

V•cm2, and then, using Eq.~2!, obtained the transparenc
of the givenc-HJ: D̄'5.631025.

The CPR of thec-HJ was also measured by a differe
method, based on measurement of the critical current an
the Shapiro steps on the I–V characteristic of a Nb/A
YBCO c-HJ as functions of the amplitude of an extern
monochromatic electromagnetic wave irradiating t
heterojunction.15,26 Under external monochromatic electr
magnetic irradiation at frequencyf e'40 GHz Shapiro steps
I n corresponding to the fundamental frequency and a h
monic component appeared on the I–V characteristic at v
ages ofn(h f /2e) (n is an integer!. At a voltage of1

2(h f /2e)
(n51/2) the first subharmonic Shapiro step was also
served, with an amplitudeI 1/2/I c50.08 atT54.2 K. Figure
5 showsI c , I 1 , andI 1/2 as functions of the amplitude of th
rf current. The solid curves show the theoretical dependen
I c(a), I 1(a), and I 1/2(a), where a5I RF /I c is the experi-
mental value of the normalized rf current, which was det
mined from a comparison of the experimentalI 1(a) curve
with the theoretical one in respect to the first minimum
this quantity.15 We note that for low amplitudes of the exte
nal radiation the first Shapiro step is symmetric with resp
to the autonomous I–V characteristic, a circumstance
attests to the coherence of the Josephson generation in
tonomous junctions.26 Thus the subharmonic Shapiro ste
observed on the experimental I–V characteristic may be
dicative of a deviation of the dependenceI s(w) from sinu-
soidal. At T54.2 K the ratios of the harmonics of the CP
determined by the rf SQUID method and also from the a
plitudes of the Shapiro steps areuI c2 /I c1u'0.12 andI 1/2/I c

50.08 for twoc-HJs on one substrate.
The presence of the two harmonicsI c1}sinw and I c2

}sin 2w in the spectrum of the CPR of a Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ
can be explained by the existence of a combinedd1s sym-
metry of the superconducting order parameter in YBCO.
calculation of the supercurrent we use the expression25

I s~w!5
2e

\ (
k,u

kBT(
v

3
D~u!DRDk sinw

2VRVk1D~u!~v21VRVk1DRDk cosw!
. ~5!
ll.
an

e

y

of
/
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r-
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-

es

-

f

t
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-
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In formula ~5! DR and Dk denote the superconducting ga
of Nb and YBCO, respectively, andVR,k5Av21DR,k

2 .
Keeping in Eq.~5! terms up to second order in the sma
quantityD(u)!1 inclusive, we obtain25

I c1~T!RN'
Ds

Dd*
DR~T!

e
, ~6!

I c2~T!RN'2
p

8
D̄

DR~T!

e
tanhS DR~T!

2kBT D , ~7!

where Dd* 5pDd@2ln(3.56Dd /kBTcR)#21. In deriving for-
mulas~6! and~7! we have used an expression for the sup
conducting gap of YBCO of the formD(u)5Dd cos 2u
1Ds, whereDd andDs are the amplitude values of thed and
s components of the superconducting order paramete
YBCO, whereDd@Ds ,DR . There are differing estimates o
the parameterDs /Dd* of YBCO in the literature. For
example, in tunneling microscope experiments the val
Ds'1 MeV andDs /Dd* '0.05 were obtained,19 while for a
Pb/YBCOc-HJ a rangeDs /Dd* '0.3– 1.1 was found.23

An additional factor that influences the value ofI 1 is the
presence of twinning in the YBCO film. In this case thes
component can enter the expressionD(u)5Dd cos 2u1Ds

with a minus sign as well, which is a reflection of the chan
in sign of s on passage through a twin boundary in YBC
although the sign of thed component remains unchange

FIG. 5. Critical currentI c and the first Shapiro stepI 1 (a) and the first
subharmonic Shapiro stepI 1/2 (b) on the experimental I–V characteristic o
a Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ as functions of the amplitude of 40-GHz electroma
netic radiation, normalized toI c , at T54.2 K. The solid and dashed curve
show the corresponding dependences that follow from a resistive mod
the Josephson junctions.
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here.6 Consequently,I c150 in the limiting case of equal ar
eas of the two twin domains. However, it has been show27

that the areas of the twinned domains can be different e
when a YBCO thin film is deposited on a SrTiO3 substrate,
which has a cubic crystal lattice. Denoting the areas of t
twin domains as (11z)/2 and (12z)/2, we find that the
experimentally measured valueI c1}z. Using the values
Ds /Dd* '0.3– 1.1 andDR51.2 mV for Rd(V) ~see Fig. 3!
and substituting the experimental value ofI c1 into ~6!, we
obtainz50.07– 0.21, in qualitative agreement with the val
z50.14 obtained for a YBCO film 100 nm thick.25,27

The maximum valueI c2520.25mA for T'1.7 K is

obtained from~7! for D̄'3.231022, which strongly ex-

ceeds the value of the transparencyD̄ of the Au/YBCO bar-
rier. This discrepancy can be explained by assuming that
transparency of the Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ varies over the are
of the junction. The transparency of a Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ is
determined by the transparency of the Au/YBCO bounda
the uniformity of which over the area of thec-HJ depends on
the uniformity of the distribution of the oxygen content
the surface layer of the YBCO. The finite surface roughn
of a YBCO film leads to local diffusion of oxygen from th
coating contacts toward theab planes of YBCO. This can
lead to scatter in the values ofr and l over the area of the
junction, resulting in fluctuations of the value of the tran
parency of the Au/YBCO boundary.

It should be noted that the second harmonic of the C
also arises in the model ofd1 is type symmetry of the su
perconducting order parameter of YBCO, which was p
posed in Ref. 28 (i 5A21). However, in the framework o
that model a phase shiftw05p/2 betweenI c2 andI c1 should
exist, in disagreement with the valuew05p determined
from experiment and also with the results of Ref. 6.

A possible alternative explanation of the experimenta
observed CPR is the model proposed by Millis.29 In that
model one can represent the Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ as a lattice
of 0- and p-junctions connected in parallel, with a lattic
constant equal to the characteristic size of a twin domain
c-oriented YBCO film, 10 nm. Then, as was shown in R
29, spontaneous currents arise in the ground state of ac-HJ,
and the energy of thec-HJ is minimum forw56p/2. Esti-
mates of the value of the amplitude of the second harmo
of the CPR (I c2m) arising on account of this mechanis
showed thatI c2m /I c2,0.03.25 Consequently, the contribu
tion of this mechanism to the value ofI c2 is small.

Another alternative cause for the appearance of the
ond harmonic in the CPR in Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJs may be the
presence of the Nb/Au boundaries, which have high tra

parency (D̄Nb/Au;1021), which is reflected in the shape o
the I–V characteristic~see Fig. 3!. As we have said, a Nb
Au/YBCO c-HJ can be represented as a highly asymme
double-barrier structure, in which the second harmonic of
CPR can appear.18 On the other hand, simple estimates bas

on Eq. ~9! of Ref. 18 show that in such a caseI c2 /I c1;D̄,
and consequently the amplitude of the second harmoni
the CPR is much smaller than that observed experiment
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4. HETEROJUNCTIONS ON INCLINED FILMS „1 1 20…YBCO
AND THEIR PROPERTIES

4.1. Temperature dependence of the resistance of inclined
heterojunctions

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of the re
tanceR0 measured at a current of 1mA on inclined hetero-
junctions ~IHJs! Au/YBCO ~1 1 20! and Nb/Au/YBCO
~1 1 20!. It is seen that forT.53 K the resistanceR0 of the
Au/YBCO IHJ increases exponentially with decreasing te
perature, and forT,53 K a deviation ofR0(T) from the
exponential dependence is observed. In the case of
Au/YBCO IHJ one does not observe any significant chan
of R0 at T'Tc , since the resistanceRN of the IHJ itself4! is
substantially larger than the resistance of the YBCO~1 1 20!
leads. This is the typical situation for Au/YBCO IHJs pr
pared by depositing the Au film on YBCO~1 1 20! ex situ. In
this case the escape of oxygen atoms from the YBCO~1 1 20!
surface layer decreases the transparency of the boundary
characteristic boundary resistancer varied over wide limits,
1022– 1026 V•cm2, depending on the technique used
prepare theoretical IHJ. In particulate, for an IHJ for whi
the boundary between the Au and YBCO~1 1 20! was formed
by depositing the Au filmex situ, r increased by 3–4 order
of magnitude as compared to IHJs for which the bound
between Au and YBCO~1 1 20! was formedin situ. Here one
can speak of a decrease inD̄ by the same factor by whichr
increases.

The behavior ofR0(T) is completely different forRN

!Re , which is the situation when the Au film has bee
depositedin situ. This is the case for the Nb/Au/YBCO IH
whose R0(T) dependence is shown in Fig. 6. AtT'Tc

553 K a sharp increase ofR0 is observed, due to the tran
sition of the leads to the superconducting state. Upon furt
decrease of the temperature belowTc to TcNb'9.2 K the
zero-bias resistanceR0 increases monotonically. The tem
perature at whichR0(T) for the Au/YBCO IHJ deviates from
the exponential dependence coincides withTc553 K.

In Au/YBCO and Nb/Au/YBCO IHJs the behavior o
R0(T) for T,Tc is due to the turning on of a current tran
port channel involving Andreev reflection as the temperat

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the resistanceR0 of two types of in-
clined heterojunctions: Nb/Au/YBCO~solid curve! and Au/YBCO~dashed
curve!, measured at a bias current of 1mA. The dotted curve shows the
dependenceR@kV#50.1113 exp(2T@K#/85), which is a good approxima
tion for the experimental dependence ofR0(T) of the Au/YBCO IHJ at
T.Tc553 K.
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is lowered.7 For IHJs on YBCO~1 1 20! films the influence of
the LABSs should be manifested on the I–V characteristic
the form a conductance peak appearing at low voltages,
the conductance anomaly that is observed experimentall

4.2. Broadening of the Andreev states

Figure 7 shows the transformation ofs(V) with decreas-
ing temperature for a Au/YBCO IHJ. ForT.Tc the s(V)
curve ~the T550 K curve in Fig. 7! can be approximated
well by a parabola~the dashed curve in Fig. 7! in the frame-
work of the tunneling theory ofN/N8 junctions with allow-
ance for the influence of the voltage on the shape of
potential barrier.30 For T,Tc the s(V) curve at smallV
exhibits a deviation from the parabolic shape in the form
a conductance anomaly, increasing with decreasingT. The
deviation ofR0(T) for a Au/YBCO IHJ from the exponentia
growth corresponds to the onset of the conductance anom
on the I–V characteristic. We note that the conducta
anomaly is absent for thec-HJ Au/YBCO ~dashed curve in
Fig. 7!.

Figure 8 showss(V) for a Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ in the
temperature region 9–40 K in which the conductan
anomaly is most strongly expressed. We note thats(V)
'consts atT5Tc . This corresponds to the tunneling of qu
siparticles through a delta-function-like barrier which is u
form over area, while forT,Tc a conductance anomaly ap
pears on the I–V characteristic of the Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ, ju
as for the Au/YBCO IHJ. For both types of IHJ one observ
growth of the amplitude and a decrease of the half-widthDV
of the conductance anomaly as the temperature is lowe
Together with the thermal smearing of the conducta
anomaly the LABS levels broaden on account of the fin
lifetime of the states. For a quasiparticle with energy« at
«,D0 (D0 is the amplitude value of the energy gapD(u)
5D0 cos 2u for thed-superconductor! one uses the following
form of the density of statesN(«,u):8,12,31

N~«,u!5
p21G2~u!

~«2«b!21G~u!2 , ~8!

FIG. 7. Conductivity versus biass(V) for an inclined Au/YBCO hetero-
junction at different temperatures~the solid curves from bottom to top!: 4.2,
10, 20, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 K. The dotted curve shows the para
approximating the dependences(V) at T550 K. The dashed curve corre
sponds tos(V) at T54.2 K for the Au/YBCOc-HJ. The inset showss(V)
for IHJs Au/YBCO atT54.2 K ~inverted triangles! and Nb/Au/YBCO at
T510 K ~squares! in the low-voltage regionuVu,6 mV. The solid chamber
is the approximation ofs(V) for the Au/YBCO IHJ by a Lorentzian.
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whereu is the angle of incidence of the quasiparticle relati
to the normal to the boundary, and«b describes the shift of
the energy levels of the Andreev states, e.g., on accoun
the the flow of current along theN/d boundary. In formula
~8! the level broadening is characterized by the param
G(u);\/t(u), wheret~u! is the lifetime of a quasiparticle
in the LABS. In the general caseG~u! is determined by the
tunneling of quasiparticles,G tunn(u), the diffusive scattering
due to the rough surface of the YBCO film,Gdiff(u), um-
klapp processes of quasiparticle scattering with a chang
the normal component of the momentum,GU(u), and scat-
tering on lattice defects and impurities,G imp :31

G~u!5G tunn~u!1Gdiff~u!1GU~u!1G imp . ~9!

If upon the formation of the LABSs the dominant contrib
tion to their broadening comes from scattering on defects
impurities,G imp , which is independent of the direction of th
quasiparticle momentum, then, as follows from~8! and ~9!,
the dependence of the conductance anomaly has the sha
a Lorentzian of widthG. The inset in Fig. 7 shows the ex
perimental dependences(V) at low voltages (V,6 mV) for
the Au/YBCO IHJ atT54.2 K ~inverted triangles! and the
Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ atT510 K ~squares!. Thes(V) curve for
the Au/YBCO IHJ is well approximated by a Lorentzia
consequently, it is scattering on defects and impurities t
determines the half-width of the conductance anomaly in
case. It is also seen from the inset in Fig. 7 that the shap
s(V) for the Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ is not Lorentzian.

In the Au/YBCO IHJ the formation of the boundary wa
done with the vacuum broken~ex situ!, and the
~1 1 20!YBCO surface of the film was subjected to the atm
sphere for about an hour prior to the deposition of Au. As
result of the interaction with the atmosphere, various imp
rities such as CO2 and OH were precipitated on the surfa
of the YBCO film, and oxygen-deficient regions, which a
lattice defects, also formed. The factors mentioned lead
the formation of a large number of scattering centers in
surface layer of the YBCO film and may give the governi
contribution to the broadening of the conductance anom
The degree of diffuseness of the surface layer on
Au/YBCO boundary can be characterized with the aid of
parametert/ l , where t is the thickness of the disordere

la

FIG. 8. s(V,T) for the Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ.
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layer.2 Here t/ l 50 corresponds to the ideal Au/YBCO
~1 1 20! boundary, whilet/ l 5` corresponds to a completel
diffuse boundary. Unfortunately, there are no data in Re
for the regiont/ l .0.1, which corresponds to the Au/YBCO
IHJ under study here.

Among the LABS broadening mechanisms that depe
on the direction of the momentum of the incident quasip
ticles are tunneling, scattering on the YBCO surface rou
ness, and scattering with a change in direction of the qu
particle momentum. With increasing transparency of
boundary the probability of escape of the quasiparticles
tunneling through the barrier increases, and that should
to an increase ofG tunn(u).31,32 However, for the Nb/Au/
YBCO IHJ the values ofD̄ are at least an order of magnitud
larger than for the Au/YBCO IHJ, althoughDV at low tem-
peratures is several times smaller for the Nb/Au/YBCO I
than for the Au/YBCO IHJ. For example, atT510 K one
hasDV'1 mV for the Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ and 6.8 mV for
the Au/YBCO IHJ. ThusDV in the IHJs falls off with in-
creasingD̄ and, hence, the tunneling of quasiparticles is
the governing factor for the broadening of the conducta
anomaly.

The LABS broadening that leads to the non-Lorentz
shape of the conductance anomaly is apparently due to
processes: diffusive scattering due to the rough surface o
YBCO film, and umklapp processes of quasiparticle scat
ing with a change in the normal component of the mom
tum. The experimental study of the influence of each of th
processes on the broadening of the conductance anoma
difficult because of problems in determining the exact dis
bution of transparency over the area of the junction and o
anglesu, and also of determiningG~u! for each process.

4.3. Magnetic-field dependence

When anN/d IHJ is placed in a perpendicular magne
field a screening current arises ind, shifting the LABS levels
~Doppler shift of the levels!.11 Analogously, spontaneous cu
rents can also arise in the absence of external magnetic
if on the surface ofd, e.g., when the temperature is lower
below a certain critical valueTs , a transition occurs to a
mixed type of symmetrydx22y21 is of the superconducting
order parameter. In both cases this leads to splitting of
LABS levels. As a result, the peak of the conductan
anomaly in anN/d IHJ is split into two peaks. In a perpen
dicular magnetic fieldH the LABS level splitting is12

«b5~e/c!vFHlL sinu, ~10!

where c is the speed of light in vacuum,vF is the Fermi
velocity in the ab plane of YBCO, andlL is the London
penetration depth of the magnetic field in thec direction of
YBCO. For studying a Au/YBCO IHJ in magnetic fields u
to 5 T perpendicular to the plane of the substrate~making an
angle of approximately 79° with theab plane of YBCO!,
after subtraction of the analogous dependence forH50 the
presence of splitting of the conductance anomaly beco
obvious~Fig. 9!. The inset in Fig. 9 shows the dependence
the splitting of the conductance anomaly on the value of
magnetic field,d(H), in a Au/YBCO IHJ atT54.2 K. In the
high magnetic field region (H.2 T) the splittingd(H) is
practically constant and can be approximated well by
2
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dependenced(H) obtained in the framework of a Dopple
shift model for the LABS levels owing to the generation
an additionals component of the superconducting order p
rameter atT,Ts(YBCO)'7 K ~the solid curve in the inse
of Fig. 9!.11,32 In this case the conductance anomaly sho
also be split at zero magnetic field, which has not been
served in experiment, even though the conditionT,Ts is
met. It has been shown32 that the splitting in zero magneti
field vanishes when the doping level of thed-superconductor
goes from overdoping to underdoping. Apparently it is t
underdoping by carriers due to the oxygen deficit that
realized in the YBCO films, as is indirectly confirmed by th
low transition temperature to the superconducting stateTc

553 K). In the low-magnetic-field region (H,1 T) the ex-
perimental data are insufficient for making a comparison
experiment with the theory.11

4.4. Influence of Andreev states on the supercurrent

The dependence of the energy of Andreev bound st
on the phase differencew of the superconducting order pa
rameter of the electrodes forming the Josephson junction
termines the supercurrent that flows through the Andr
bound states~see, e.g., Ref. 33!:

I s~w!} (
2p/2

p/2

cosun

dEn~u,w!

dw
f ~En~u!!du, ~11!

where the summation overn goes over all the Andreev state
with energiesEn , and f («) is the Fermi distribution func-
tion. We note that for tunnel junctions made fro
s-superconductors (D̄!1) the energies of the Andreev stat
lie near the gap. For the Andreev states of a contact betw
an s-superconductor (DR) with the ~110! plane of a
d-superconductor (s/d(110)) there are also LABS levels fo
«!Dd :8,33

FIG. 9. Ds(V,H)5s(V,H)2s(V,0) at T54.2 K for a Au/YBCO IHJ at
various values, from 0 to 5 T, of the magnetic field applied perpendicula
the plane of the substrate. The curve forH50 corresponds to a straight line
passing through zero. In the inset the squares show the dependence
splitting, calculated as half the distance between maxima ofDs(V,H) and
normalized toD0520 MeV, on the magnetic field strength. The solid cur
corresponds to a calculation in a model in which an additionals component
of the order parameter in YBCO is generated at temperatures be
Ts,7 K, wherein Ds2YBCO51.2 meV, D0520 MeV, H0516 T, and
Hc51 T.12
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En5DRDdD̄ sinw/@2DR1D̄~Dd2DR!#1O~D̄2!. ~12!

It was shown in Ref. 33 that ind/d(110) junctions at
low temperatures (kT!D̄Dd/4&), just as in s/s junc-
tions I c}D̄ and I cRN;pD1 /e, but I s(w) differs strongly
from sinusoidal, I s(w);cosw (0,w,p) ~case a). At
higher temperatures (D̄Dd/4&<kT<Dd/2)I c}D̄2, I cRN

;(pDdD̄/4e)(Dd/2kT21) andI s(w);sin 2w ~caseb). On
the other hand, ifDd/2<kT<kTc , then I cRN'0.33 Since
D̄;1024– 1025 in the Nb/Au/YBCO iHJs studied here, w
haveD̄Dd/4&,0.01 K, and atT54.2 K caseb is realized.
For example, for a Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ withD̄;2.531025

one calculatesI cRN'10 mV, which agrees in order of mag
nitude with the value observed in experiment. TheI c(T)
curve measured experimentally for the Nb/Au/YBCO IH
falls off monotonically with increasing temperature. Th
nonmonotonicity ofI c(T) predicted in Ref. 33 is not ob
served. At the same time, tunneling experiments ins/d c-HJs
have revealed the presence of an additionals component of
the superconducting order parameter of YBCO, with an
ergy gapDs2YBCO. In that case the temperature depende
of the supercurrent, determined from formula~6! with allow-
ance for the fact that, owing to the high transparency of
Nb/Au boundary and the proximity effect in the Au spac
layer, an order parameter with a critical temperatu
Tc8<TcNb can be manifested, in qualitative agreement w
the experimental observations on Nb/Au/YBCO IHJs.

4.5. Phase dependence of the supercurrent of inclined
NbÕAu ÕYBCO heterojunctions

Figure 10 shows the I–V characteristic of a 3
330 mm Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ under irradiation by monochro
matic electromagnetic radiation with a frequencyf e

'46.4 GHz. The I–V characteristic shows the critical cu
rent I c , harmonic Shapiro stepsI 1 and I 2 , and also the first
subharmonic step, withI 1/2/I 1'0.1 at 4.2 K.5! The upper
inset in Fig. 10 shows the dependence ofI c , I 1 , and I 2 on

FIG. 10. I–V characteristic of a Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ of area 30330 mm
under irradiation by microwave radiation with a frequency of 46.4 GHz
T54.2 K. The upper inset shows the critical currentI c and the firstI 1 and
secondI 2 Shapiro steps as functions of the amplitude of the microw
radiation. The lower inset shows the selective detector responseh(V) ob-
tained during irradiation by a low-power signal atf 555.7 GHz. The arrow
indicates the subharmonic response.
-
e

e
r
e

-

the normalized amplitude of the rf current for an IHJ of ar
30330 mm. The amplitudes ofI c , I 1 , and I 2 oscillation
with increasing amplitude of the external influence; this c
responds to a resistive model of Josephson junctions.15 The
subharmonic Shapiro steps observed experimentally on
I–V characteristic of bothc-HJ and IHJ Nb/Au/YBCO at
V5 1

2(h f /2e) are indicative of a deviation of the CPR from
sinusoidal form. It should be noted that the high-amplitu
irradiation of the heterojunctions under study from an ext
nal microwave source can alter the quasiparticle Fermi
tribution function that appears in formula~11! for the phase
dependence of the supercurrent.34 We therefore made mea
surements of the selective detector response at a low am
tude of the external microwave signal relative to the value
the critical current of the Josephson junction under stu
I RF!I c .

The lower inset in Fig. 10 shows the selective detec
responseh(V) obtained under the influence of a low-pow
signal I RF!I c with f 555.7 GHz. The arrow on theh(V)
curve indicates the feature at voltageV5 1

2(h f /2e), corre-
sponding to the first subharmonic Shapiro step, the app
ance of which in the given case cannot be explained by
onset of a nonequilibrium energy distribution function for t
quasiparticles. For a Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ withA510
310 mm andI c,3 mA we were unable to observe subha
monic Shapiro steps on the I–V characteristic, probably
cause of their small amplitudes.

4.6. Noise properties of inclined Nb ÕAu ÕYBCO
heterojunctions

The noise properties of Nb/Au/YBCO IHJs were studi
by two methods: direct measurement of the noise spec
density by a low-noise cooled amplifier working in the fr
quency range 1–2 GHz, and by the method of estimating
linewidth of the characteristic Josephson generation from
selective detector response to a weak external microw
signal. The I–V characteristic and the dependence of
noise power on the bias current for a Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ
area 10310 mm are shown in Fig. 11a. Unlike the case of
d/d contacts,35 there is no increase in the noise on the res
tive part at low values of the bias current. We note that
drop in the noise power upon the transition of the IHJ fro
the superconducting to the resistive state is caused b
change in the output impedance of the sample relative to
50-V input impedance of the amplifier. Upon a significa
increase in the bias voltage a growth of the noise spec
densityS(V) at the contact is observed; see Fig. 11b. The
inset to Fig. 11b shows the part of theS(V) curve for uVu
,9 mV in greater detail. The dependence found is explain
by growth of the shot-noise intensitySI52eI as the current
I c through the heterojunction increases. We note that qu
tatively similarS(V) curves have been obtained previously35

for d/d superconducting Josephson junctions with an av
aged boundary transparencyD̄;0.01. The question of noise
has been studied theoretically36–38 for s/d junctions with
relatively high transparency,D̄.0.1, quite unlike the
Nb/Au/YBCO IHJs studied experimentally, for whic
D̄;1025.

It follows from Refs. 36–38 that suppression of the e
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cess shot noise occurs as the transparency decreases a
bias voltages for Josephson junctions with
d-superconductor as one or both electrodes. Most likely
absence of excess shot noise at low voltagesuVu,1 mV in
Nb/Au/YBCO IHJs can be explained by a decrease in
probability of Andreev reflection. The absence of exce
noise is also shown by a second method of estimating
characteristic noise temperature of a heterojunction, whic
the framework of the resistive model of Josephson juncti
should be close to the physical temperature of the sample
estimate of the linewidthD f of the characteristic Josephso
generation of a Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ based on the depende
h(V) ~the lower inset in Fig. 10! gives a valueD f 54.4
GHz, which is only 30% higher than the theoretical estim
made from the resistive model of Josephson junctions w
only the contribution of the thermal fluctuations to the li
broadening of the characteristic Josephson generation t
into accout. This fact again confirms the absence of exc
noise in the Nb/Au/YBCO IHJs at low bias voltages.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated experimentally the supercond
ing and quasiparticle electron transport in thin-film HTS
heterojunctions Au/YBCO and Nb/Au/YBCO on the basis
c- and ~1 1 20!-oriented YBCO films on (001)SrTiO3 and
(7 10 2)NdGaO3 substrates, respectively. Studies of the d
pendence of the supercurrent on the phase difference o

FIG. 11. I–V characteristic~1! and the dependence of the noise power
the bias current~2! for a Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ, obtained with the use of
low-noise cooled amplifier atT54.2 K (a); dependence of the noise spe
tral densityS(V) on the voltage atV>50 mV; the inset shows the part o
S(V) for V,9 mV (b).
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superconducting electrodes revealed a deviation from s
soidal form for both types of Nb/Au/YBCO heterojunction

A conductance peak on the I–V characteristics of
Au/~1 1 20!YBCO and Nb/Au/~1 1 20!YBCO at low voltages
was found and investigated; this is the conductance anom
due to multiple Andreev reflection in the junctions from s
perconductors with adx22y2 type of order-parameter symme
try. The Lorentzian shape and the}1/T temperature depen
dence of the amplitude of the conductance anomaly in
YBCO heterojunctions indicate that its broadening is due
quasiparticle scattering on impurities and lattice defec
which is independent of the direction of the quasiparti
momentum, in the YBCO near the boundary. We have inv
tigated the shot and thermal noise in Nb/Au/~1 1 20!YBCO
heterojunctions, but we observed no excess noise due to
effect of Andreev reflection.

*E-mail: gena@hitech.cplire.ru
1!In the presence of the order-parameter suppression near the bounda

N/d junctions, bound states can also form at finite energies.8

2!X-ray diffraction experiments on~1 1 20!YBCO films have shown that
such films are single-domain and have a single twin complex,13 unlike, for
example, YBCO films on (110)SrTiO3 and ~120!NGO substrates.12

3!Formula~2! is valid in the case of a spherical Fermi surface of the ma
rials in contact. We note that even in the absence of an insulating laye
transparencyD̄!1 for the case of a large mismatch of the Fermi velociti
of the metals in contact.

4!For the Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ one hasRN[R0(Tc), while for the Au/YBCO
IHJ the value ofRN was determined from the I–V characteristic as t
maximum value of the resistance at 4.2 K. The low values ofTc for the
Nb/Au/YBCO IHJ (Tc'53 K) are apparently due to the escape of oxyg
from the openab planes of the YBCO~1 1 20! films during preparation of
the samples.

5!We note that, as in the case of the Nb/Au/YBCOc-HJ, at low amplitudes
of the external influence the first Shapiro step is symmetric with respec
the autonomous I–V characteristic; this attests to the coherence o
Josephson generation in autonomous junctions.26
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